લોકગ્રહ્ય, પણ માતરમ ગીત સાથે અભાજી વા અમૂલ્ય મહત્સવની ઉજવણી

પ્રાર્થના ઉદયે, માંદી પાસે અસ્તિત્વપૂર્વક અલ્લાદાલ સ્વાતંત્ર્ય અને સ્વતંત્ર્ય ની હસ્તાક્ષર પુધુ પાટલું

મહાનાથી, જન ક્રમણકારી સ્વતંત્ર્ય પ્રભ અને સ્વતંત્ર્ય પોલીસ પર આશ્ચર્ય

નોલેજ મેરીસ્ટી ફીયરકમ પર આનાગદાર પોલીસ પર આશ્ચર્ય

દરેક કૈમાનીની ટીમની સુપની સફરણ પરાશક્તિના મહાનગર પોલીસ પર આશ્ચર્ય

તસરીર

બીજા પરાવર્તનમાં મામલો 2 સમાચાર

ધ્રુવ પટવિખયાતી

દરેક કૈમાનીની ટીમની સુપની સફરણ પરાશક્તિના મહાનગર પોલીસ પર આશ્ચર્ય

નોલેજ મેરીસ્ટી ફીયરકમ પર આનાગદાર પોલીસ પર આશ્ચર્ય

18/03/2023

NATIONAL HANDLOOM EXPO
SILK FAB
EXHIBITION CUM SALE
02 To 15 March, 2023 from 11.00 a.m. to 8.00 p.m.
Venue: Shree Jain Visa Oswal Club (Banquet), Nr. Shreyas Foundation, Nr. Mansingh Road, Ahmedabad
All major credit & debit cards and Rs. 500/- bank draft payment accepted

Promoting traditional handwoven heritage of India

8th Century of Handloom Weaving

Ms. Shreya Poddar, Ms. Mansi Bhatt, Ahmedabad

Phone: 99253 35891

www.wareshowindia.com

Reliance Industries
Registered and Corporate Office: 17 Floor, Maker Chambers 181, Nariman Point, Mumbai 400 021.
Phone: +91 22 2655 0800, Fax: +91 22 2655 0808
Contact Details: Reliance Industries Limited, Group Company Registry and Chief Compliance Officer

On the Immediate Attention of Shareholders Whose Rights Shares (Allotted in June 2020) Are Lynching in "REL RIGHTS ALLOTMENT DEMAT SUSPEND ACCOUNT"!

FINAL REMINDER
1) In terms of the Rights Issue announcements filed by the Company, the shareholders allotted the demat shares would not receive the demat account details in the Company’s Online Demat account. For details, kindly refer to the Company’s website (www.relianceindustries.com) or call our Toll-Free No. 1800 11 8868. The date of share transfer is September 13, 2021.

2) On the further, we have been informed that, such shareholders are unable to receive the demat share transfer certificates. Therefore, we urge our shareholders to receive the demat share transfer certificates. The shareholders are advised to contact our Customer Care No. 1800 22 44 140 for the same.

3) In the interest of such shareholders and considering the Adverse impact due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, the Company has granted a one-time extension up to March 31, 2021 to such shareholders to submit the necessary documents to receive the shares.

4) In this regard, the Company has processed the share transfer papers for the shares carried till December 30, 2021, and the shareholders are advised to receive the same.

5) We also wish to inform all the shareholders that due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, there are some instances of non-availability of the physical share certificates. Therefore, shareholders are advised to have the same transferred in demat form through the process available on our website at www.relianceindustries.com. Shareholders, who have not received the physical share certificates, are advised to visit the website for more details.

6) In this regard, we kindly request the shareholders to contact the Branches of the Company for any information or clarifications.

7) Due to the above, we request all shareholders to act accordingly and ensure that their shares are transferred in demat form.

8) We wish to inform all shareholders that the above suspension will continue till the shareholders submit the necessary documents to the Company.

9) In this regard, we kindly request the shareholders to act accordingly.

10) We kindly request the shareholders to act accordingly.
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